Gruber, Bedford, Schiff, Coe Named To The Tech Managing Board For '45

Color Photographs Of Modern Homes Now On Exhibit

Kodachrome slides of a number of models of modern American homes, designed by some of the foremost architects in the country, are now being shown in the Lobby of Building 7.

The slides were obtained by Professor William W. Wurster, Dean of Architecture, from Richard Pratt, editor of the Ladie's Home Journal. The pictures appeared in a series of articles in that magazine, concerning what is being done in the field of housing, and illustrate the simplification and use of surroundings and functional design which characterizes modern architecture.

Fifty Convalescent War Veterans Taken On Tour Through Institute

Fifty overseas veterans from the Pacific and European theatres of war, who were recently released from the Fort Devens hospital, visited the Institute yesterday. The men, who were guided through Harvard Tuesday, spent the entire day here in visiting classes and viewing points of interest.

The fifty soldiers, accompanied by two officers and two Wacs who drove them here in buses, arrived at the Institute at 9:15 A.M. The men, many of whom wore Purple Heart Decorations, were shown how paper machines at Building 3, to demonstrate the tensile strength of materials. This was followed by a visit to the Alumni Swimming Pool where some of the men took a dip.

In the afternoon, following lunch at Walker Memorial, the group attended a 5.82 Chemistry Lecture given by Prof. Charles M. Wareham. Following the lecture, the men were served tea, cigarettes, cookies, and sandwiches in the Emma Rogers Room. Mr. Robert M. Kimball addressed the men in behalf of Dr. Karl T. Compton, who was unable to attend, and Prof. B. Aiden Thrasher discussed the details of admission to Technology after the war with a group of men.

The trip to the Institute is part of a plan to help relieve the boredom of the men who have never been released from the hospital, many of whom have already been released to any part of New England. This group will probably be followed by another group of fifty soldiers in the near future.

Frosh Section Leaders To Meet Next Monday

The first meeting of freshman section leaders will take place next Monday, December 18, at 5:00 P.M. in Room 10-267, for the purpose of electing a chairman and two Institute Committee representatives. The leaders of the sixteen freshman sections were elected several weeks ago in the drawing classes.
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